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LowCVP is a unique stakeholder organisation. Our mission is to
accelerate a sustainable shift to low carbon vehicles and fuels
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UK successes

o
o
o

On course for 5% car sales by
2020, 60% by 2030

o
o

Market leader in green bus tech
Backed by strong policy regime –
incentives, infrastructure, testing
AQ focus
Stakeholder co-operation has been
key

Barriers
o

For vans, trucks and large car fleets, various
technical, policy and consumer challenges remain:
o Availability of vehicles
o User perceptions of suitability
o Capital costs & re-sale values
o Lack of incentive mechanisms
o Payload loss
o Maintenance uncertainty
o Network capacity and cost allocations
o Access to fast charging
o Plug standards and grid balancing
o Long-term policy certainty, e.g. fuel duty, carbon
intensity of electricity & EU membership

Creating a self-sustaining market not reliant
on Government support

Opportunities
o

o

A step-change in road freight GHG emissions is needed by 2030:
o No silver bullets, but electrification of urban freight miles must be
part of the mix
Poor urban Air Quality has to be tackled urgently:
o More rapid fleet turnover possible, indeed likely
o Euro VI goes a long way (95%+ NOx reductions)
o Euro 6 unlikely to be as effective, 6c some years away
o Zero-tailpipe emissions capability bound to be preferred
o Enhanced role for Local Authorities and need for better public
engagement, procurement, access charge regimes and infrastructure.

Road freight emissions:
1992: 23.4 MTCO2e
2002: 22.9 MTCO2e
2012: 24.4 MTCO2e

Poor Air Quality:
• 29,000 premature
deaths per annum
• Clean Air Zones for at
least 6 UK cities by 2020

How can stakeholders co-operate?
o
o

o

o
o

By joining LowCVP!
By sharing evidence and test results, using common assessment
protocols, to common objectives – economic, societal and
environmental (GHG & AQ together)
By being objective, focused on real-world emissions, not selective
in what data to share
By engaging the wider public, to give political mandate and
create market pull
By building consensus for effective policy-making

Summary
o The UK has made good progress with ultra low
emission cars and buses
o For vans, trucks and large car fleets, various
technical, policy and consumer challenges remain

o Combining climate and air pollution agendas
presents a range of opportunities
o Stakeholder co-operation crucial to effective policy
making and creating market pull
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Agenda
o COP 21 agreement - what is it all about?

o Success of ZE bus operation deployment
o Electric buses
o What are the constraints
o Who are the stakeholders
o Who should make the investments?
o Investment with Public money
o Investment with Private money
o What is needed to help ZE bus deployment?
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COP 21 Climate Agreement - Paris 2015
What is it about?
o Reduction of Green House Gases

Full decarbonisation by 2050
o Improving energy efficiency
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Success of ZE bus operation
deployment
Are we successful today in deploying ZE buses in Europe?

NO
Because there are the constraints?
A ZE bus operation IS NOT just replacing buses by ZE
buses

It is the implementation of a new Transport System
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Electric buses?
Great interest from Urban Mobility actors
But what are the constraints?
The implementation of a ZE transport system is
bringing additional costs – read a higher TCO
o Higher investment
- in rolling stock – higher purchase price and
more buses needed.
- in charging infrastructure
- in energy supply
o Higher maintenance costs
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Electric buses?
It is necessary that all stakeholders understands this
Who are the stakeholders?
1. Public Transport Authorities (PTA)
2. State and regional Authorities
3. Transport Operators (PTO)
4. ZE-Bus manufacturers
What is needed?
- Understanding about what the implementation of a ZE
transport system means.
- Exchange of knowledge and collaboration between
different stakeholders and not trying to shift risks to
another party.
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Electric buses?
Who should make the investments?
1. Investment with Public money
o Public Transport authorities – organising and executing
Public Transport operations (regional and city owned
companies).
o Public Transport authorities – outsourcing PTO but
providing the rolling stock and sometimes also the
infrastructure.
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Electric buses?
Investments by Public Authorities
Many Public companies are hesitating to start operating a ZE
bus fleet.
o Uncertainties: as the level of knowledge is not high
enough to select the best solution for their operation.
o Uncertainties: as the Total Cost of Ownership of a ZE bus
operation is not known.
As a result we see test projects with mostly only a small
number of ZE buses.
With this, ZE buses and charging equipment are tested but
not a ZE bus operation system.
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Electric buses?
Who should make the investments?
2. Investments with private money
o Private Public Transport Operators – executing a PT
contract where buses and infrastructure is provided.
o Private Public Transport Operators – executing a PT
contract at a km-price. (subcontracting contract)
o Private Public Transport Operators - executing a PT
concession where fixed yearly subsidies are foreseen
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Electric buses?
Investments by Private Public Transport Operators
Yes of course but Private Operators must have the chance to
see the return of the capital invested.
Conditions:
o When offering for a km-price contract, the TCO will be
included in the price. The price is controlled by the operator
but should be accepted by the authorities.
o When offering for a concession with yearly subsidies, the
price is controlled by the authorities, there is a risk that the
subsidies stay on the level of a diesel bus operation or that
they are even lowered because of budget reasons.
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What is needed to help ZE bus deployment?
o Guidelines & Tools to help decision makers on “if” “how”
and “when” to introduce electric buses
o Guidelines & Tools for “Pre-Commercial Support”
- Standardisation of charging systems (opportunity
charging).
- E-SORT Standard On Road Test cycle for electric vehicles
This work is on-going and is coordinated by UITP-ZeEUS
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Thank you
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#eMSF2016
@eMobilityForum
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It’s about

Decarbonization
Mette Hoé
Copenhagen Electric
Mette.hoe@regionh.dk
@Mettehoe

An innovativ collaboration between
the private and public sector

Initiative from:

Cars

Heavy trucks

Carbon emissions in transport

Project Partners
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Region Skåne – Lead Partner
E.ON Danmark A/S
E.ON Sverige AB
E.ON Biofor Sverige AB
FordonsGas Sverige AB
DTU-Transport
Renault SAS
Nissan West Europé SAS

Total 13 998 776 Euro

EU / CEF 50%,
Public parters 10%
Privat parters 40%.
CEF – Connecting Europé Facility

Public Partners
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital Region of Denmark
Region Västra Götaland
Region Halland
Region Skåne
Region Sealand
Schleswig Holstein
City of Copenhagen
City of Oslo
City of Hamburg

A big Challenge!
Financing the Infrastructure to Support
Alternative Fuels and Vehicles
• There is a gap between what infrastructure
investment is needed for successful growth of AFV
sales and what has been built out so far!
• The lack of available breadth of the fueling
infrastructure is one factor which may reduce
consumer acceptance and confidence in these new
technologies.

The aim of the project GREAT !

Filling the gaps
- of infrastructure for alternative fuels in
transport corridors from Hamburg to
Oslo and to Stockholm!
- Upscaling the number of vehicle
running on alternative fuels!

GREAT is
Both
• Operational
• Strategic

Implementation of pilot
infrastructure
• Increasing the number of customers driving
electric vehicles in the geographical area
• Validation of cross-border operations with
interoperable and standardised infrastructure
• Engagement – Communication

Policy measures
The activity aims at defining what Policy
Measures that works in order to enhance the
alternative fuels market

GREAT stumbling blocks –
Urbans Notes
Local level:
Allowing ‘dummy’ charge spots without communication to
be installed
Limitations on the number of parking spaces for EVs where
charge spots can be installed
Un coordinated and lengthy permitting processes by public
authorities
City strategy

GREAT stumbling blocks –
Urbans Notes
National level:
Regulatory on free parking
Regulatory on carbon free zones
Subsidy or exemption
Old tax scheme – company tax
High cost of connection fees to DSO
Silo structure

GREAT is important!
•
•
•
•

Breaking down barriers
Link between local and national level
Anchoring the planning
Supporting national and regional incentives and
goals
• Showing the good example
• Making our geography a better place to live in.

Some good examples
•
•
•
•
•

DriveNow (Arriva) – 400 BMWi3 pure electric
LetsGo EV car-sharing – Renault Zoe and Tesla
AVIS largest fleet of EVs in the world 800 – HQ in Copenhagen
PPP - Cph. Electric facilitating joint procurement in volumes of EVs
Ambitious CO2 reduction strategy and clean fuel cars in their own
fleet.

• E-bus services on the way..

Mette.hoe@regionh.dk
@Mettehoe

great-region.org
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Common barriers on the EV deployment are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost of EV
Offer of EV’s
Autonomy
Recharging infrastructure in cities
Time of charge
Social acceptance
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Some of the specific barriers on the Iberia market for the EV
deployment are:
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of charging infrastructure in highways
Having EV charging in apartments and condominiums is critical for the EV
adoption. Solving collaborative solutions effectively is crucial.
Social conscience and acceptance
EV dealers: selling EV’s vs CV’s
Gestor de la recarga: administrative barrier to “sell” and supply energy to EV’s
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Case study: users in Barcelona

1. The vehicle card is the identification for users of electric vehicles in the city of Barcelona.
2. This card offers the possibility of making electrical recharging in public places in the city
located on the street by a rate of 0 euros.
3. In addition, identificated electric vehicles can park for a fee of 0 euros, in regulated areas of
the city ( green and blue squares ) , according to the established regulatory criteria .
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How Barcelona have done it so far?
The actions to be carried out to meet regulatory objectives are based on different sectors:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Infrastructure and networks
EV Industry
Technology and training
Demand promotion and strengthening sustainable mobility models.

From these inputs the regulation in Barcelona is working on the following key actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting pilot projects, from the technological, demonstrative and educational side.
Special advantages in the field of mobility for electric vehicle users
Disemination actions to citizenship.
Promotion in administrations.
Agreements with major operators of parking and fleet in order to introduce electric vehicles in fleets.
Boosting R&D projects related to electric vehicles and related to support clusters with the same technologies.

The realization of these key actions in the regulation is encouraging society to become a leader in the promotion and
implementation of electric vehicles based on sustainable mobility in order to maximize energy efficiency and
minimize environmental impact..
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Financial aid for the purchase of EV
SCOPE OF
INCENTIVES
EXPLANATION
APPLICATION
Subsidy for replacing private cars (M1) and commercial (N1) vehicles Spain
Incentive Programme for Efficient Vehicles with energy-efficient models (CNG and electric vehicles among
(PIVE)
others). Not compatible with MOVELE.
MOVEA Plan

Financial aid for the purchase of vehicles that run on alternative
Spain
energies (electric, natural gas, or LPG) or for pedal assisted bicycles
with an electric motor.

Subsidy for low-emission taxis and
commercial vehicles

Subsidy to promote the purchase of low-emission vehicles (electric, Catalonia
NGV and LPG vehicles) to be used as taxis in areas of special
atmospheric protection.

Subsidy for the purchase of electric
vehicles for municipal fleets

Subsidy from the AMB for town councils in the metropolitan area
for the purchase of electric vehicles for municipal use.

Exemption from vehicle registration tax

Exemption from the payment of vehicle registration tax for vehicles Spain
with emissions of less than 120 g/km.

AMB (Barcelona
Metropolitan
Area)
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Installation of charging infrastructure
INCENTIVES
Plan MOVEA- associated
charge points

SCOPE OF
EXPLANATION
APPLICATION
Under the terms of Plan MOVEA, affiliated dealers must contribute up to €1,000 toward the cost of Spain
the installation of an associated charge point.

Supervalle electricity tariff The creation of the ‘Tarifa d’Últim Recurs’ (TUR or ‘Last Resort Electricity Tariff’) at low-cost
overnight Supervalle rates between 1 a.m. and 7 a.m. for charging electric vehicles. In addition, a
new supervalle access tariff for consumers with a contracted power supply of between 10 and 15
kilowatts has been created for charging electric vehicles.

Spain

Plan MOVEA- public
charge points

Spain

Financial aid of 40% of the total subsidisable cost of the installation of public charge points, up to
the following maximums: a) 15,000 euros per rapid charge point b) 2,000 euros per semi-rapid
charge point

Installation of rapid charge Financial aid of 85% of the eligible cost (up to a maximum of €25,000 per charging station), and 70% Catalonia
points
in the case of rapid charging stations on toll roads.
Mandatory installation of In accordance with the recently published Spanish Royal Decree1053/2014, new public car parks
charge points in new
and non-residential buildings must have a charge point in one of every forty parking spaces.
buildings and car parks

Spain
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Cost savings
INCENTIVES
EXPLANATION
SCOPE OF APPLICATION
Discount on road tax (IVTM Depending on the municipality, discounts of up to 75% can be achieved on the yearly Barcelona & other
in Spanish)
road tax.
municipalities
Free access to toll roads

Free access to toll roads from Monday to Friday for electric vehicles with the ecoviaT Catalonia
label.

Peatges tous’ (Reduced
rates on toll roads)

An up to 30% discount on stretches of motorway and tunnels for low-emission private Catalonia
cars with the ecoviaT label.

Reduced parking costs in
regulated areas

Free parking in regulated areas of the city(Green Area and Blue Area), as per the tax
regulations of each municipality

Barcelona, Sant Cugat&
other municipalities

Discount on the use of
Charge points have been fitted in some parking spaces by different public car park
charge points in
management bodies and they offer a discount on their use.
underground parking spaces

Barcelona & other
municipalities

Discount on the use of
public roadside charge
points
HOV lanes

Barcelona & other
municipalities

Free charge points at municipal roadside stations.

Low-emission private cars with the ecovia T label can drive along the HOV bus lane of Catalonia
the C-58 road.
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Smart Grids, towards Future City
An Overview

Cloud
Computing

Broad Band
Ultra-broad Band

Smart Meters
Electricity
Gas
Water
Heat
Electric Mobility
Vehicle-to-Grid
Fast-Charge
Load Shaping
Distributed Storage

Big Data

Smartphone
Wearable devices
Active Demand
Services for the Market
Smart-Info
Energy-Box
Load balancing

Secondary Substation as Data Hub
Sensors network
Urban, environmental, energy data

Renewables Integration
Dispatching
Network Automation
Forecast
Storage

Enel EV Charging Stations
Fast Charge for cities
22 kW AC
> 1 hour
Fast Charge for
cities
43 kW AC
30 min

Enel Smart Meter is
integrated in all the stations
to enable smart charging

Slow Charge for private
3.7 kW AC
6 hours

V2G charge
10 kW DC
bidirectional
Multistandard Charge
43 kW AC, 50 kW DC, 22 kW AC
20 min

Fast Charge for
buses
400kW AC
5 min

Fast Charge for
buses
55 kW AC
30 min

Four-wheel mobile plants
Cars give energy to cities – The Vehicle 2 Grid (V2G) project
R&D PROJECT
PILOTS

V2G Hubs:
Denmark
Germany
France
Spain
Italy

ON GOING

Electric cars can store clean energy and inject it into the grid to power the daily life of
our cities.
We collaborate with Nissan to develop this innovative system that allows car owners
and energy consumers to use their vehicles as real “four-wheel mobile plants”, to store
and feed back into the grid the energy that has not been used.
“Electric drivers” can recharge the batteries of their cars when energy costs and
demand are lower, and can then use the energy stored or feed it back into the grid just
like an energy producer, with direct economic returns.

“Thanks to Enel’s e-mobility technologies, the
energy stored by the EV is managed smartly,
based on the grid’s actual needs, and EV
owners become real energy distributors”

Ultrafast & fast charging technology for eBus
Charging at
depot

12 & 18 meter vehicles
Opportunity charging in the route

Pantograph technology

ENDESA role in
ZeEUs

 Responsible for the supply, installation and operation of the recharging
infrastructure
 To size up the transformation to 100% electric of the urban public transport in the
City of Barcelona
 To evaluate the integration of the recharging infrastructure needed on the Endesa
DSO smart grid
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Ultrafast & fast charging technology for eBus:
Barcelona
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